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	                What our clients say

	                
	                  
	                    	Tom Pidcock
	Bauke Mollema
	WD
	TD
	Ian T.


	                  

	                  
	                    	
															
																"Honestly these are great (custom orthotics). My feet feel totally balanced and stable and I‘m not searching for the pedal when I want to push it. They’ve made a massive difference.”"

																Tom Pidcock
																																	
				                            Olympic MTB Gold Medallist
				                          

																															

														
	
															
																"I tried the shorter cranks today and I like them - it feels like it's less stress for the back and it seems easier to ride higher cadence. In the end I had a good Tour with no back problems. Thanks for your help!"

																Bauke Mollema
																															

														
	
															
																"Julian was very knowledgeable and explained the fitting process very well. He came highly recommended and i completely agree. Very happy with the service. 
Instantly felt better on the bike. The pain i had in my knee went away right away.
"

																WD
																																	
				                            Recreational cyclist
				                          

																															

														
	
															
																"A very thorough, professional and personal service. I was keen to analyse my bike position after breaking my hip. The custom footbeds and alterations to my position feel really good, just wish I’d come sooner! Many thanks"

																TD
																																	
				                            Endurance MTB rider
				                          

																															

														
	
															
																"Thanks very much Phil.
Did an 80 mile sportive yesterday on the road bike - perfect set up thanks; I've never been so comfortable, and no after effects!
Cheers,
Ian
"

																Ian T.
																																	
				                            Time-Triallist (70+)
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							The Fire Station

14 West Central Street

Bloomsbury

London

WC1A 1JH

							020 7430 0083
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